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Mie Olise Kjærgaard works in painting, sculptural objects and installation.  
Since graduating her MFA in 2008, her work has focussed on the theme of the ”man-
made construction” in relation to dystopian ideas. 
 
Kjærgaard is a maker; she builds, paints and she explores dystopic settings, through 
architectural constructions. Lately these dystopic ideas, has turned more real. What 
initially started out as an idea-based and more poetic view, is now being caught up by 
with by reality. 
 
In recent years Kjærgaard has been drawing on the map, tugged away in her studio in 
secrecy. It is the city-map of a fictional plane, which she calls Moirania (after Moira). 
Moirania is a flooded city, you get around by boat, there are houses on stilts, and you use 
the roofs of the larger houses as horse-riding rinks and bike paths and it seems like the 
power is off. There are a lot of stuff, that looks like ancient artefacts like vases, wall 
paintings etc, only does things seem a bit off. You find images of bikinis, trainers, 
designer bags etc. 
 
The exhibition Ambiguous Aggregations, takes into scope, all the stuff you will find in 
Moirania, that together tells the story of what happened here.  
It´s large scale paintings of the cityscapes of the city, and sculptural objects, that 
Kjærgaard has collected and worked on - together the works create accumulations - that 
might seem random. It´s difficult to tell what will last and what will dissapear years ahead. 
These fractions leave out spots, that might be important or insignificant. The installation in 
the gallery therefore works with the positive and the negative space of the storyline of 
Moirania. And it is up to the viewer to fill in their own layers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
About the artist: 
 
Growing up between the building of wooden ships and – houses, and later at a sawmill, 
Kjaergaards visual vocabularium is very much the first things she saw as a child. 
A lonely child, sailing ships with her family for months, with periods of intense monotony, Olise 
describes how she would shout out towards the horizon: I AM BORED! Drawing and painting 
became a solution for this. 
The materiality of the shipyards wood, laquer, tar and oil first initiated Olises interest in the 
materiality, texture and layers of paint. Olise was interested in painting her life, loneliness and the 
fall of utopian ideas. 
The family lost everything in a bankrupcy of the sawmill, and the first many machinery-like 
abandoned buildings she painted, was perhaps images of the lost sawmill. From here the interest 
in the architecture of dystopian ideas evolved. 
 
Olise Kjærgaard has exhibited at UMOCA – Utah Museum of Contemporary Art, MFAH – Museum of Fine 
Art Houston, MAAA – Museo de Arte Acarigua, Venezuela; Nikolaj Kunsthal (DK), SNYK – Skive New 
Museum of Art, (DK), Torrance Art Museum in LA; Barbara Davis Gallery, Houston Texas; Honor Fraser, LA; 
Samuel Freeman, LA; Duve Berlin and Hans Alf in Copenhagen. 
 
You will find her work in Collections such as: MFAH – Museum of Fine Art Houston Texas (US), JP Chase 
Morgan, Ny Carlsbergfonden, Estrellita Brodsky, Ron Pituzzi, Ohio. Philara Sammlung, Dusseldorf, Ole 
Faarup (DK). 
Kjærgaard holds an Master in Fine Art (distinction) from Central St. Martins in London and a Master in 
Architecture from Aaarch, Aarhus(DK)//The Bartlett, UCL, London (UK). 
 
 
 
 
 


